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ABSTRACT

Corona virus infection is caused by a virus of COVID- 19 strain, this infection is spread by close contact with infected person and mainly due to droplets, this virus may remain alive on surfaces which was touched by an infected person.so to stop its spread it was necessary to reduce human contact, for that all countries around the world including India declared complete of all places where mass people gatherings were happens. WHO announced Covid- 19 infection as a global pandemic and this was a global emergency required complete lockdown. This necessary lockdown was for stoppage of infection spread but it also impacted very badly on every individual’s lifestyle.

Conclusion: PHC are the easily assessable and cost friendly for rural peoples but during this pandemic situation these PHC are not prepared for facing COVID -19 pandemic. Due to less accessibility to media and less media coverage exact situation in rural areas was not stated properly also less knowledge in rural peoples about COVID -19 infection was reason of high risk of spread of infection amongst them. Children in rural areas who are economically not that much well can’t get access to internet and cannot afford the mobile or laptops for online education this made the chances of drop outs in these children. During lockdown due to pandemic all the farmers and small shop holders faced huge loss ,this was the period of great earnings from various rabi crops but due to shortage of labor and non-availability of various machineries delay harvest and this lead to huge loss for farmers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Corona virus infection was first reported in Wuhan city in china, and then it spread all over the globe this is a emergency as stated by WHO. Complete lockdown was declared by Indian government from march 2020. Which has impacted rural population in various ways like.

- People with small businesses in rural areas has suffered grate loss
- Poor availability of heath care system
- Various myths about corona infections
- Farmers during lockdown suffered
- Daily wedge labourers in rural areas lost their only way of income
- Many rural people working in city lost their job and return to their villages
- Poor availability of food and daily essentials
- Mental health in rural peoples during pandemic
- Education in rural children during pandemic
- No media coverage and poor access to media and information technology

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data was obtained from following author’s article and studies. Search included topics on “rural population affected by corona infection , farmers in India facing various challenges during covid 19 pandemic , laborers and their problems due to lockdown “ Google scholar search for related 12 article and reference is given below for the same. Conducted a review and collected articles on rural population and pandemic and arrange them in given manner. Interview of some peoples in rural India is taken. Some of questioners are asked to farmers and rural population about their problems and their review is taken on lockdown situation.

Example of questioners asked to peoples residing in rural areas.

Was their easy availability of health services during lockdown periods?

What problems they faced during lockdown?

Did they follow all precaution to prevent themselves from COVID-19 infection?

3. THEIR REVIEW ABOUT PANDEMIC SITUATION
The Indian government announced the lockdown on 24th march and then extended to 3rd may .this included complete lockdown of all the places where mass gathering of people is possible .this complete lockdown has impacted all the peoples of various age groups and various professions.

3.1 What Problems they Faced during Lockdown?
In India most of the population is settle in villages [1] and in village their infrastructure is very different from urban areas. In villages every person has its own different role like some peoples are owners of small shops some works in farm some provides different kind of services like carpenters ,electrician and daily laborers on the other hand in urban settings there is malls , super markets and also online shopping like options are available so urban areas are less affected during this lockdown period there was many different ways to gain daily living essentials but in case of rural setting peoples who own small shops are gone through economic burden due to lockdown situation.

Farmers was unable to sell vegetables and fruits due to complete closer of markets in rural setting there is system of weekly market but to stop mass gathering this was not possible to arrange this market this lead to huge loss for farmers they were not able to sell these things in different villages because of no way for transportation .Also small shop holders who sells stationary, footwear, cloths, and different less essential things are also faced economic burden because in rural areas this shops are their only source of income and they had suffered due to this lockdown situation [2]. Also those had poultry farms are faced loss because of myth that corona infection is spread by meat and eggs this decrease their demand and also price of meat and eggs fall this was huge trouble to sell all these products [3]. Also milk centers were shut during lockdown so the villagers are unable to sell and buy the milk and milk products. so all these peoples in villages suffer economically which was reason for cut of essentials and nutrient food from their life [4]. Make them more vulnerable to malnutrition and raised the chances of infection among them not only COVID-19 infection but also other infection like food and water born infection raised among them. Also
less awareness about different diseases like hypertension and diabetes make them more prone to get infection and raised the chances of mortality due to infection [5].

3.2 Was their Easy Availability of Health Services during Lockdown Periods?

PHC (primary health care system) is the main health care for rural areas in India and also all over the world. PHC are the cost effective and easily available for rural population. In PHC there is less no of beds because it is a small set up also there is no special laboratory for special tests, also less machineries and less trained staff to deal with pandemic like situation also there in ICU setup also ventilators are not available there. PHC only provides some basic facilities like delivery, vaccination, and minor diseases with less risk are treated there. In India like country where shortage of health professional and health related machinery it is not possible to make PHC highly advanced. This is very important to prepare PHC for pandemic situations [6]. As it was stated earlier that villages are safe from pandemic but in recent period there is also raise in cases of COVID-19 infection in rural areas. These are due to migration of peoples and fly in of some peoples from urban areas to rural area. So it is necessary to prepare PHC for treating and diagnosing the COVID-19 infection. For this skilled professionals are should be given on PHC and along with some basic machineries to treat covid 19 [7].

In rural India literacy rate is very low as compared to cities and urban areas ,this illiterate peoples have more tendency to believe on illogical and dangerous myths about anything same has happened in case of COVID-19 infection ,rural peoples easily believed on myths about COVID-19 19 infection for its prevention and treatment which was very harmful and also dangerous for health some of the myths which are very popular among villagers are ,ayurvedic herbs [8] can treat COVID infection this made misuse of many herbs which may be hazardous for health. Eating ginger can prevent COVID-19 infection was only a myth it does not have any effect on covid 19 infection ,also some herbal kadha prepared of home remedies was not effective for preventing COVID-19 but this kadha may raise heat in body has its own disadvantages,in India ayurveda is practiced since many years and this made people to believe that ayurvedic herbs can treat any kind of disease but there was no such a evidence that ayurvedic medicine can treat or prevent COVID-19 infection. But due to this myth that ayurvedic medicine can bust immunity and can help to decrease chance of COVID-19 infection many business who produce this kind of herbs got profit .this was only a myth in rural areas that these herbs can bust immunity and prevent COVID-19 infection, also in initial days it was believed that meat cause corona infection and this lead to huge loss for poultry industries, And some people believes that drinking alcohol can kill the virus and protect them from infection. But alcohol itself cause harmful side effects on health , also spraying bleach on your body surface will protect you against covid 19 but it can be harmful and there is no such evidence that applying disinfectant on body can protect from COVID virus, do not apply alcohol chlorine or any other disinfectant on body surface because these are irritants and can cause dermatitis or any other dangerous reaction on skin also its injection can lead to death due to oral burns and git burn. Also it is believed that drinking ethanol and other chemical disinfectant can reduce the chance of infection but this is not true it is dangerous to drink such disinfectants .can cause mouth and throat burns. Rural areas where more chances of believing these myths cause many cases of drinking sanitizers and disinfectants. Animals and pets can spread the corona virus, some of the country reported pets and animals developed COVID-19 infection. In most of the cases, the pets become infected after the contact of people who had COVID-19 infection . According to the CDC, there is no evidence that animals can transmit the infection or get infected by covid 19, Scientists are still studying about role of animals in these infection . Because of this reason many pets are suffered people fear to keep dog in their home and other pets many cases of deaths and missing are recorded during this period of pandemic [9].

65% populations of India reside in rural area and most of this population is depending on agriculture and agriculture related services for their daily livelihood. During this period of pandemic all the markets where these people can sell their crops and buy are closed this has made huge impact on rural economy and about 75% children of India is from rural area this disturbance in rural economy has direct impact on families and also on the children in their family. India in village has affected very badly during this pandemic. Daily wage laborer are in great worry because of loss of job and work loss land them in economic stress lots of people don't
have any kind of saving for this kind of emergency this land them in situation like hunger and the children of this household are affected more they are suffered from malnutrition because in growing age children require various nutritional food in many village children get their nutrition from school and anganwadi. Children in rural areas where online lectures are foreign thing for them and it is really not possible for these children to complete their studies because of poor connectivity of internet services. And poor knowledge about the online lectures . also most of the poor child cannot afford to buy a cell phone or a laptop for his studies . This causes most of the students to stop their studies and increase the school dropouts rate. Children in villages have habit of studying from live classes and most of them understand things only this way and this lockdown situation made them to learn poorly this affected the all school going children [10]. Closer of schools in rural area has land many children in huge worry because many children in our country get their lunch in school for free which is very essential for these child’s nutritional state and growth also . Because of cut down of midday meal which is very important for economically poor children this affected their nutrition and health . and in many schools government arrange vaccination programs these programs are adversely affected during this lockdown. This increase the chance of vaccine prevented infection and diseases among these children [11]. Vaccination very important to protect them from many diseases according to national immunization schedule every children gets the vaccination for diseases like tuberculosis, mumps, measles , rubella , diphtheria, hepatitis b, tetanus etc but during this lockdown period it was difficult for parents to reach to primary health centers and other places for vaccination this lead to suffer the children can increase the risk of diseases which can be prevented by vaccination. due to shift of government focus on natural disaster due to virus has affected the ongoing vaccination programs.

In rural areas the availability of mass media is not possible , many of the farmers and laborers can’t afford a television or mobile phone these are the means to communicate with peoples and it is easy for government to reach out the distant peoples but this was not possible in case of educating rural peoples about COVID- 19 infection its symptoms its way of spread and preventive measures are not understand by rural peoples and this made them to believe in myths and lead to raise risk for infection.

Farmers and farm laborers are also suffered because loss of transport due to lockdown which was only means to go for work. The rabi crop was ready to harvesting many areas during COVID- 19 pandemic but to do lockdown situation this harvesting of crops was not done because for harvesting machineries required like tractors and harvesters are not available due to lockdown .so the harvest of these rabi crop is delayed due to non availability of labor and machines. This was also time for harvesting coffee, banana, pepper which is also affected. This was the period of peak earning from flowers but due to restriction to movement and transport they suffered huge loss. Also those who sell fruits are suffered due to lockdown because of fear that fruits can transmit infection their sell in decreased drastically.

Many of the peoples from rural areas shift to urban setting in search of jobs and various works for earnings because of more number of work chances are there people in rural areas tend to settle in cities. But during lockdown all factories and various shops and other work places are closed which made these people jobless and due to this they loss their only earning source and also some of them suffered hunger due to this they move back to their native places which is villages. Many migrant labor suffered during their journey from cities to their village due to non- availability of transport facility many of the labor and their families along with children decided to go by walking or by bicycle, during summers they were traveling by walking with no food and water this was very dangerous and many of the labor suffered dehydration, sunstroke and some of the deaths are reported among these migrants. On the other hand villages were not ready to supply to these many migrant which was become a burden on villagers [12].

4. DISCUSSION

During this pandemic many migrants from rural areas lost their job and they suffered during their journey to home which had very bad impact on their mental health. This can be reason of depression and anxiety , panic attacks so it is important for health care workers to look on these factors too .also farmers are suffered big economic loss already in India farmer suicide is very big issue so it is necessary for government
to look in these matters and assure that they can easily cop up with these things.

During initial days the prize of mask and sanitizers was so high that rural peoples cannot afford these. Also less aware peoples does not know how to were a mask and how much distance is required to prevent infection transmission so Indian government should look into these things and educate peoples about covid 19 pandemic. A number of studies reflected on effects of Covid-19 pandemic in rural populations [13-16]. Its widespread effects on child health [17], medical and healthcare facilities. [18-20] and lessons learnt through this situation were documented [21-25]. Gaps in rural healthcare facilities have been highlighted in different studies which threaten the increased risk of morbidities due to COVID-19 [26-30].

5. CONCLUSION

PHC are the easily assessable and cost friendly for rural peoples but during this pandemic situation these PHC are not prepared for facing COVID -19 pandemic. Due to less accessibility to media and less media coverage exact situation in rural areas was not stated properly also less knowledge in rural peoples about COVID -19 infection was reason of high risk of spread of infection amongst them. Children in rural areas who are economically not that much well can’t get access to internet and cannot afford the mobile or laptops for online education this made the chances of drop outs in these children. During lockdown due to pandemic all the farmers and small shop holders faced huge loss ,this was the period of great earnings from various rabi crops but due to shortage of labor and non-availability of various machineries delay harvest and this lead to huge loss for farmers.

It is necessary to strengthen the PHC and made them to cope up with these pandemic like situation government should give more funds towards developing these PHC and providing trained professionals also development of labs and increasing the strength of PHC in necessary. Government should reach in every single village to educate them about the pandemic situation. children in rural areas are motivated to study by training the teachers and providing some more facilities to them . Also for those who lost their job and farmers who suffered this loss should be supported financially.
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